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Description

The invention described herein relates to a water closet facility which features unassisted cleaning, inasmuch as it is provided with devices for flushing and disinfecting, and for drying the w.c. bowl. The problems that the invention sets out to overcome are those connected with automated public lavatories where general upkeep is the work of one attendant. Essentially, such facilities envisage the use of a w.c. bowl which, following use by an individual on each single occasion, must be flushed, disinfected, and then dried, by entirely automatic means. To this end, the prior art embraces apparatus for flushing-and-disinfecting and drying the bowl of a w.c. which, following operation, can be stowed out of sight in a recess located in the wall against which the bowl is installed.

In a first type of embodiment, the prior art apparatus swings down from a raised position, in which it is stowed inside the recess in the wall, to a lowered position in which contact is made with the bowl.

The apparatus is provided with means for flushing and disinfecting and then drying the bowl, which are rotated by appropriate mechanical means, and operate only when the apparatus is in the lowered position. In a second type of embodiment, the prior art apparatus (EP—A—0,059,134) traverses from the stowed position, inside the recess, to a position outside the recess and above the bowl.

Both types of prior art embodiment are beset by a number of drawbacks, not least of which is the fact that their various components must be both movable, and stowable in a small recess, in order that an individual may use the w.c. unhindered; the result is that such facilities tend to be complex in construction and require frequent servicing.

The significant drawback of prior art apparatus is that of down time occasioned by flushing and disinfecting, and drying of the bowl, during which no use of the w.c. is possible. Down time cannot be reduced beyond a certain limit however, since the flush-and-disinfect and drying means require a given minimum technical time lapse in which to operate; moreover, the apparatus cannot be stowed at too great a speed without running the risk of such means becoming damaged when swung or traversed back into the recess. One drawback manifested particularly by the second type of prior art embodiment is that drying will be only partial and localized in certain instances, due to the structural characteristics of components and the need for compactness.

The prior art also embraces water closets in which the bowl is tilted or turned toward flush-and-disinfect and drying apparatus, which in such an instance remains stationary, a working principle the exact opposite of the water closets first described. Such facilities present the same drawbacks as mentioned above, compounded further by the lack of a faultless watertight seal with which a bowl tilted about a horizontal axis needs to be provided. On the other hand, where a bowl turns on a vertical axis coinciding with that of the waste pipe, the additional problem arises of how the bowl may be covered during flush-and-disinfect and drying operations; this can be accomplished by incorporation of a movable lid associated with the bowl, though such an addition complicates an already complex construction still further.

The prior art also embraces other types of water closet such as DE—C—708,165 wherein the problem of cleaning is partially overcome by providing single stationary toilet bowl with a set of four rotating toilet seats which are mechanically cleaned in sequence.

The object of the invention is that of overcoming the drawbacks described above.

The object of providing a water closet with a self-cleaning bowl is realized with a facility as described herein and as characterized by the appended claims; such a facility can be constructed in a far stronger and more durable fashion than that of prior art embodiments by virtue of the flush-and-disinfect and drying devices being installed in a service compartment that is separate from the closet and therefore easily accessible even when the closet is in use.

Separating the closet from the service compartment enables embodiment of the various devices according to preference and for maximum efficiency, without having continually to bear in mind the necessity for their being stowed or otherwise moved any appreciable distance from the working position. The drying device, for example, can be fitted simply and to best advantage direct to the partition wall inside the service compartment, or in the wall itself; what is more, the dimensions of such a device need not be binding in the least, and the device itself can be directed at a cleaned bowl exiting from the service compartment with no problems whatever.

A further advantage offered by the invention is that it envisages the use of two interchangeable bowls; down time is therefore eliminated completely, inasmuch the soiled bowl in the closet can be replaced immediately following use by the bowl currently occupying the service compartment. This signifies that the time available for flushing and disinfecting the bowl can be increased considerably, while a vacant bowl remains continuously available for use. The provision of a spacious service compartment for flushing and disinfecting the bowl also allows of keeping the floor of the closet clean at all times, or at all events, free from splashes of liquid that might spill out during the cleaning operation. Yet another advantage of the invention is that it features fixed location of the jet, or the entire flush-and-disinfect device, or if not fixed, then spring-biased upward into an at-rest position and movable through a vertical path, with downward movement produced solely by pressure of the flushing and disinfecting liquid. Such a method of embodiment not only reduces the number of control components, from which defective oper-
oration or total breakdown of the facility can otherwise originate, but ensures better operation and renders the design more practical. A facility according to the invention is made still more practical and functional thanks to the adoption of a rotary jet which is operated by pressure of the flushing liquid and provided with a precision calibrated outlet that ensures an effective spray action covering the entire internal surface of the bowl.

An embodiment of the invention will now be described in detail, by way of example, with the aid of the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is the schematic representation of a facility according to the invention viewed in frontal elevation, from the side of the service compartment, with certain parts omitted better to reveal others;

Figs. 2 and 3 are side elevations of an embodiment of the facility in the at-rest and operating positions, respectively, viewed transversely to the fixed partition enclosing a service compartment;

Fig. 4 is a cross section on enlarged scale showing other components of a facility according to the invention, with certain parts omitted better to reveal others;

Figs. 5 and 6 are side elevations of two further embodiments of a facility according to the invention, also viewed transversely to the fixed partition.

It will be seen from Figs. 2, 3, 5 and 6 that a water closet facility with self-cleaning bowl according to the invention consists essentially of at least one w.c. bowl 1 positioned against a fixed partition 4, with one automatic device 2 for flushing and disinfecting the bowl 1, and a further automatic device 3 for drying it.

According to the invention, the fixed partition 4 separates the closet proper, denoted 5 and occupied by the single bowl 1, from a service compartment 6. The flush-and-disinfect device 2 and the drying device 3 are located inside the service compartment 6, mounted to the fixed partition 4.

It will be observed that the fixed partition 4 is located directly above an opening 8 occupied by a movable partition 7, to which the bowl 1 is mounted. In a preferred embodiment, the movable partition 7 will carry two bowls 1 mounted back to back and symmetrical either side of the movable partition 7 in relation to a vertical median plane coinciding both with the axis of rotation of the movable partition itself and with the axis of a branched waste pipe 35 serving the two bowls 1.

36 denotes a vertical shaft, disposed coaxial with the branched waste pipe 35 and extending upwards into the fixed partition 4, about which the movable partition 7 rotates; conventional means (not illustrated) are incorporated which, when operated, rotate the movable partition 7 alternately in one direction or the other, denoted S, through 180°. Needless to say, in a facility as described thus far, and as described further hereinafter, the movable partition 7 might also be made to rotate in one direction only. The flush-and-disinfect device 2 is provided with a jet 15 designed to project flushing and disinfecting liquid at the internal part of the bowl 1 from an outlet slot 16 (see Figs. 3 or 5); a shield is provided in the shape of a hood 13 designed to fit over the top of the bowl 1 occupying the service compartment 6.

The jet 15 is a rotary type, operated by pressure of the flushing liquid flowing through it, and the outlet slot 16 is calibrated in such a way that flushing liquid projected assumes the aspect of a revolving blade of fluid which, sufficiently pressurized, will reach all points of the internal surface of the bowl 1 to good effect.

The flush-and-disinfect device 2 might be embodied either fixed as in Fig. 5, or movable as in Figs. 2, 3 and 6.

In the case of a fixed embodiment (Fig. 5) the device will be disposed at a height such as will permit its bottom edge 14 to ride over the uppermost edges 9 and 10 of the bowls 1 and the movable partition 7, respectively, whenever the movable partition is rotated, the two edges 9 and 10 in question occupying a common horizontal plane. The jet 15 in this instance would be best embodied telescopically (see positions as in Fig. 5, one of which 15a in broken line), with downward movement into the bowl 1 brought about preferably by pressure of the flushing liquid, nothing more. Thus, the jet 15 will move from a raised and spring-biased at-rest position, marginally above the bottom edge 14 of the hood 13, to a lowered working position inside the bowl 1 currently occupying the service compartment 6.

Alternatively, the entire flush-and-disinfect device 2 might be movable through a vertical path, mounted thus to a frame 33 projecting from the fixed partition 4 (see Figs. 2 and 3) in such a way as to move downward when operated, likewise by pressure of the flushing liquid. In this instance, the location of the jet 15 itself may be fixed, permanently occupying the position denoted 15a in Fig. 5, whilst the flush-and-disinfect device 2 is moved bodily from a raised, spring-biased at-rest position affording no obstruction to the bowls 1, which are thus free to rotate together with the movable partition 7 (see Fig. 2), down to a lowered working position in which the hood 13 fits over the bowl 1 currently occupying the service compartment 6 (see Fig. 3).

Again, the flush-and-disinfect device 2 might well be hinged, direct to the fixed partition 4 in this instance, and swung from a raised position in which no obstruction is offered to the bowls 1 (see Fig. 6, in which 13a denotes the raised hood), to a lowered position in which the hood 13 fits over the soiled bowl 1 (as in Fig. 6). Movement of the flush-and-disinfect device 2 in such an embodiment would be produced, say, by a fluid power cylinder 22 hinged to the fixed partition 4.

Flushing liquid will not easily splash from between the hood 13 and the bowl 1 during cleaning thanks to the calibrated type of outlet slot 16 with which the jet 15 is provided; nonethe-
less, a drain point 11 is provided in the floor 12 of the service compartment. The drying device 3 is incorporated to best advantage in the fixed partition 4, directed thus at the bowl 1 as it passes through. Observing Fig. 1, the device consists of two separate channels 23a and 23b disposed at either side of the axis about which the movable partition 7 rotates. The two channels 23a and 23b are embodied such that a clean bowl 1 passing beneath will be invested in its entirety by the flow of air produced, and are supplied independently by respective ducts 34a and 34b connecting with a common source. The ducts 34a and 34b are operated singly and in alternation by the appropriate signal from a control unit in such a way as to dry only a clean bowl 1 passing beneath either one of the two channels 23a or 23b; in a preferred embodiment, in fact, the two w.c. bowls 1 will swing back and forth through 180° between the closet and the service compartment.

A water closet facility according to the invention also comprises means 37 (see Fig. 4) for aligning and locking the movable partition 7 in position relative to the fixed partition 4; and skirtings 17 which extend or retract, when operated, from and toward the bottom of the movable partition 7, substantially at floor level, in order to allow passage of cleaning fluid directed from the floor of the closet 5 to the floor 12 of the service compartment 6.

Means for alignment of the movable partition 7 consist essentially of at least one plunger 18 exhibit-cone frustum shape, which is integral with the rod 24a of a fluid power cylinder 24 mounted vertically to the fixed partition 4; the plunger 18 slides in a sleeve 26 integral with the fixed partition 4 and coaxial with the fluid power cylinder 24, and is designed to engage in a corresponding tapered socket 19 offered by the top of the movable partition 7, which is hollow.

The skirtings 17 are hinged to the movable partition 7 as well as to an upright rod 21, in the latter instance via corresponding link-rods 20. The upright rod 21 is movable in a vertical direction, guided in such movement by the coaxial holes of a bushing 29, at bottom, and a cross-member 30 uppermost, integral with the movable partition 7; a spring 32 and thrust ring 32 are fitted to the upright rod 21 between the bushing 29 and the cross-member 30. The spring 32, urging against the bushing 29 on the one hand and against the thrust ring 32 on the other, pushes the upright rod 21 upwards in such a way that the skirtings 17 are forced to turn one toward the other and lift away from the floor 12, whereas the upright rod 21, aligned vertically with the cylinder rod 24a, is pushed down against the bias of the spring 32 by the self-same rod 24a whenever the plunger 18 is forced downwards and into engagement with the socket 19 in the movable partition 7.

The control unit aforementioned (not illustrated) will incorporate a variety of switching, transducing and timing components designed to coordinate all-automatic operation of a w.c. facility according to the invention.

Once a soiled bowl 1 occupying the closet 5 is ready to be cleaned, operation comes about as follows. The rod 24a of the fluid power cylinders 24 will retract in order to free the movable partition 7 completely and leave the upright rod 21 subject to the bias of the spring 32, and the skirtings 17 are duly raised. The time taken by the flush-and-disinfect device 2 in cleaning a bowl 1 being less than that required by a given individual to make use of the closet 5, the bowl 1 occupying the service compartment 6 will already be clean, and the flush-and-disinfect device 2 will have returned to its at-rest position.

The at-rest position of the device 2 is that shown in Fig. 2, in the case of the vertically movable embodiment, or in Fig. 5, in the case of the fixed embodiment with movable jet positioned at 15a, or in Fig. 6, in the case of a hinged embodiment positioned at 13a.

As the movable partition 7 turns, air is supplied to whichever channel 23a or 23b the clean bowl 1 passes beneath, such that the bowl is fully dried. Once the movable partition 7 has turned through 180°, it is stopped, and the cylinder or cylinders 24 will operate, causing the respective tapered plungers 18 to locate in the sockets 19 of the movable partition 7 and bring about its alignment. In descending, the rods 24a of the cylinders 24 urge downward on each upright rod 21 against the bias of the spring 32 so that the skirtings 17 urge to turn into their lowered position, aligned with the surfaces of the movable partition 7. In the event of provision being made for periodic washdown of the floor 12 in the closet 5, the cylinder 24 will be actuated only when cleaning of the floor 12 has been completed, likewise automatically and by way of suitable apparatus, whereas the cleaning liquid utilized will pass beneath the movable partition 7 and run out through the drain 11 in the service compartment 6.

The flush-and-disinfect device 2 is moved into working position either by operation of the cylinder 22, in the case of a device 2 as in Fig. 6, or by supplying cleaning liquid in order to lower the jet 15 (as in Fig. 5) or the device 2 as a whole (as in Fig. 3). With the bowl 1 occupying the service compartment 6 duly flushed and disinfected, the supply of liquid is cut off and the device 2 returns naturally to the at-rest position (Figs. 3 and 5) or is returned by operation of the relative cylinder 22 (Fig. 6). The facility will now remain in this configuration until such time as the closet 5 is either vacated or re-utilized, whereupon the sequence of operations will be repeated.

Claims

1. A water closet facility with self-cleaning bowl, provided with a flush-and-disinfect device (2) and a drying device (3), a closet (5) and a service compartment (6), characterized in that it comprises: a fixed partition (4) separating the closet (5) from the service compartment (6) in which the flush-and-disinfect device (2) is located; a movable partition (7), carrying at least
two w.c. bowls (1) mounted symmetrically back to back, which fills an opening (8) between the fixed partition (4) and the floor (12) of the closet and is rotatable about a central vertical axis coinciding with the axis of a branched waste pipe (35), in order to permit of transferring each bowl (1) from a vacant position in which it occupies the closet (5), to a cleaning position in which it occupies the service compartment (6); and

in that the drying device (3) is integral with the fixed partition (4) at a point adjacent to the opening (8), and made to operate during the return of a single bowl (1) to the vacant position.

2. W.c. facility as in claim 1, wherein the flush-and-disinfect device (2) is located internally of a hood (13) designed to limit any egress of liquid during cleaning of the bowl (1), and comprises at least one jet (15) which sprays the internal surface of the bowl (1); and wherein the hood (13) of the flush-and-disinfect device (2) is integral with the fixed partition (4) and disposed with its bottom edge (14) on a level with the uppermost edge (9) of the bowl (1), in such a way that the jet (15) remains accommodated within the dimensions of the hood.

3. W.c. facility as in claim 1, wherein the jet (15) of the flush-and-disinfect device (2) is rotatable, and set in rotation by pressure of the flushing and disinfecting liquid.

4. W.c. facility as in Claim 3, wherein the jet (15) is spring-biased normally into a raised position offering no obstruction to rotation of the bowl (1), and lowered as a result of being moved in a downwards direction by pressure of the flushing and disinfecting liquid.

5. W.c. facility as in claim 4, wherein the jet (15) exhibits an outlet slot (16) which is calibrated to precision in such a way as to project a revolving blade of flushing and disinfecting liquid at the entire internal surface of the bowl (1).

6. W.c. facility as in claim 1, wherein the flush-and-disinfect device (2) is spring-biased normally into a raised position, and moved downward vertically by pressure of the flushing and disinfecting liquid.

7. W.c. facility as in claim 1, wherein the fixed partition (4) is provided with means (37) for aligning and locking the movable partition (7) in relation to the fixed partition, which comprise at least one tapered plunger (18) that can be moved vertically from a raised position, whereby the movable partition (7) is able to rotate about its vertical axis, to a lowered position in which the self-same plunger engages a tapered socket (19) offered by the top of the movable partition (7).

8. W.c. facility as in Claim 1, wherein skirtings (17) extend from the bottom of the movable partition (7) which are vertically aligned with the movable partition when in a lowered position, and are hinged to the movable partition so as to permit of rotation about horizontal axes; and wherein the inside face of each such skirting (17) hinges with one end of at least one link-rod (20), the remaining end of which hinges with at least one upright rod (21) that is spring-biased upward continually, and urged downward by a relative plunger (18) in order to rotate the skirtings (17) into the lowered position.

9. W.c. facility as in claim 1, wherein the drying device (3) comprises two separate channels (23a, 23b) each supplied by a relative duct (34a, 34b) connecting with control means which will direct air alternately into one only of the two ducts (34a, 34b), in particular, into that duct beneath which a flushed and disinfected bowl (1) happens to be passing; and wherein the w.c. bowls (1) swing back and forth in alternation through 180° between the vacant position and the cleaning position.

Patentansprüche

1. Wasserklosettvorrichtung mit selbstreinigendem Becken, versehen mit einer Spül- und Desinfektionsvorrichtung (2) und einer Trockenvorrichtung (3) sowie mit einem Benutzerbereich (5) und einem technischen Bereich (6), dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass sie wie folgt enthält: Einen festen Teil (4), den der Benutzerbereich (5) vorn technischen Bereich (6) trennt, in dem die Spül- und Desinfektionsvorrichtung (2) untergebracht ist; einen beweglichen Teil (7), der wenigstens zwei Klossets (1) trägt, die mit ihren Rücksieten spiegelartig sich gegenüberliegend montiert sind, und der eine Öffnung (8) zwischen dem festen Teil (4) und dem Boden (12) der Klossettvorrichtung füllt und um eine vertikale Achse drehebar ist, die mit der Achse eines Abflussrohres (35) übereinstimmt, so dass es möglich ist, jedes Klosset (1) aus einer freien Position, in der es sich im Benutzerbereich (5) befindet, in eine Reinigungsposition zu bringen, in der es sich im technischen Bereich befindet, wobei die Trockenvorrichtung (3) an dem festen Teil (4) angeordnet ist, und zwar an einer an die Öffnung (8) angrenzenden Stelle, und während des Rücklaufs eines einzelnen Klossetts (1) in die freie Position arbeiten kann.

2. Wasserklosettvorrichtung nach Patentanspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Spüll- und Desinfektionsvorrichtung (2) im Innern einer Haube (13) angeordnet ist, dazu bestimmt, jeden Austritt von Flüssigkeit während der Reinigung des Klossetts (1) zu verhindern, und dass sie wenigstens eine Düse (15) enthält, welche die Innenflächen des Klossetts (1) besprüht, wobei die Haube (13) der Spüll- und Desinfektionsanlage (2) mit dem festen Teil (4) verbunden und mit ihrer Unterkante (14) auf der Höhe der Oberkante (9) des Klossetts (1) angeordnet ist, so dass die Düse (15) innerhalb der Abmessungen der Haube verbleibt.

3. Wasserklosettvorrichtung nach Patentanspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Düse (15) der Spüll- und Desinfektionsvorrichtung (2) drehbar ist und durch den Druck der Spüll- und Desinfektionsflüssigkeit zum Drehen gebracht wird.

4. Wasserklosettvorrichtung nach Patentanspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Düse (15) normalerweise elastisch in einer ange-
Revendications

1. Dispositif de toilette à cuvette autonettoyante pourvu de dispositifs de nettoyage et désinfection (2) et d’essuyage (3), d’un cabinet de toilette (5) et d’un compartiment technique ou de service (6), caractérisé

e en ce qu’il comporte; une cloison fixe (4) séparant le cabinet de toilette (5) du compartiment technique (6) dans lequel est situé le dispositif de nettoyage et désinfection (2); une cloison mobile (7) supportant au moins deux cuvettes de w.c. (1) montées symétriquement dos-à-dos, laquelle est destinée à boucher une ouverture (8) entre la cloison fixe (4) et le plancher (12) du cabinet de toilette et est susceptible de tourner autour d’un axe central vertical coincidant avec l’axe d’un dégorgement à deux branches (35), de manière à permettre de transférer chaque cuvette (1) d’une position disponible dans laquelle elle occupe le cabinet de toilette (5), à une position de nettoyage dans laquelle elle occupe le compartiment technique (6); et

2. Dispositif de toilette selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que le dispositif de nettoyage et désinfection (2) est arrangé à l’intérieur d’une couverture en forme de capot (13) destinée à limiter toute sortie de liquide pendant le nettoyage de la cuvette (1), et comporte au moins un ajutage (15) qui vaporise le liquide sur toute la surface intérieure de la cuvette (1); et en ce que le capot (13) du dispositif de nettoyage et désinfection (2) est solidaire de la cloison fixe (4) et est disposé avec son bord inférieur (14) au ras du bord supérieur (9) de la cuvette (1), de telle sorte que l’ajutage (15) reste compris dans le gabarit du capot.

3. Dispositif de toilette selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que l’ajutage (15) du dispositif de nettoyage et désinfection (2) est pourvu d’un mouvement rotatoire et est mis en rotation par la pression du liquide nettoyant et désinfectant.

4. Dispositif de toilette selon la revendication 3, caractérisé en ce que l’ajutage (15), qui est normalmente en position élastiquement relevée de manière à ne pas entraver la rotation de la cuvette (1), est déplacé verticalement vers le bas par la pression du liquide nettoyant et désinfectant.

5. Dispositif de toilette selon la revendication 4, caractérisé en ce que l’ajutage (15) est pourvu d’une fente de sortie (16) qui est parfaitement calibrée de manière à lancer une lame rotative de liquide nettoyant et désinfectant sur toute la surface intérieure de la cuvette (1).

6. Dispositif de toilette selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que le dispositif de nettoyage et désinfection (2) se trouve normalement en position élastiquement relevée et est déplacé verticalement vers le bas par la pression du liquide nettoyant et désinfectant.

7. Dispositif de toilette selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que la cloison fixe (4) est pourvue de moyens (37) destinés à aligner et
bloquer ladite cloison mobile (7) par rapport à la
cloison fixe (4), lesquels comportent au moins un
piston tronconique (18) qui peut être déplacé
verticalement d'une position élevée, dans
laquelle ladite cloison mobile (7) est susceptible
de tourner autour de son axe vertical, à une
position basse dans laquelle le même piston
s'engage dans un trou conique (19) prévu au
sommet de la cloison mobile (7).

8. Dispositif de toilette selon la revendication 1,
caractérisé en ce que des plinthes (17) s'étendant
depuis le fond de la cloison mobile (7) jusqu'au
plancher (12) sont verticalement alignées avec la
cloison mobile quand elles se trouvent dans leur
position basse et sont articulées à ladite cloison
mobile de manière à pouvoir tourner autour
d'axes horizontaux; et en ce que la face intérieure
de chacune desdites plinthes (17) est articulée à
l'une des extrémités d'au moins une bielle (20),
dont l'autre extrémité est pivotée sur au moins
une tige verticale (21) qui est constamment et
élastiquement retenue vers le haut et sur laquelle
agit un respectif piston (18) qui la pousse vers le
bas de manière à causer la rotation des plinthes
(17) et à les porter ainsi à leur position basse.

9. Dispositif de toilette selon la revendication 1,
caractérisé en ce que le dispositif d'essuyage (3)
comporte deux canaux séparés (23a, 23b) chacun
alimenté par un conduit respectif (34a, 34b), reliés
des moyens de contrôle qui dirigeront l'air
alternativement dans l'un seulement des deux
conducts (34a, 34b), notamment dans le conduit
au-dessous duquel est en train de passer ladite
cuvette (1) déjà nettoyée et désinfectée; et en ce
que les cuvettes de w.c. (1) tournent alternativa-
ment de 180° en avant et en arrière, de la position
disponible à la position de nettoyage.